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IBM e Server Certification Study Guide-AIX 5L CommunicationsIBM Press, 2004
The AIX and IBM eServer pSeries Certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM, are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful and often complex environments of AIX and IBM eServer pSeries. A complete set of professional certifications are available. They include:...
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Knowledge-Based Virtual Education: User-Centred ParadigmsSpringer, 2005
Virtual learning plays an important role in providing academicians, educators and students alike, with advanced learning experiences. At the forefront of these current technologies are knowledge-based systems that assess the environment in which such learning will occur and are adaptive by nature to the individual needs of the user (Grossman et...
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Theories of Crime Through Popular CulturePalgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		This textbook brings criminology theories to life through a wide range of popular works in film, television and video games including 13 Reasons Why, Game of Thrones, The Office, and Super Mario Bros, from a variety of contributors. It serves as an engaging and creative...
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Adobe Flash Professional CS6 Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	 


	Adobe Flash Professional CS6 provides a comprehensive authoring environment for creating interactive and media-rich applications. Flash is widely used to create engaging projects integrating video, sound, graphics, and animation. You can create original content in Flash or import assets from other Adobe...
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IBM EServer Certification Study Guide - Pseries Aix System SupportIBM Press, 2001
This redbook is designed as a study guide for professionals wishing to prepare for the certification exam to achieve: IBM eserver Certified Specialist - pSeries AIX System Support. The system support certification validates a broad scope of AIX problem determination and resolution skills and the ability to perform general AIX software system...
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Object Oriented Simulation: A Modeling and Programming PerspectiveSpringer, 2009
Object Oriented Simulation will qualify as a valuable resource to students and accomplished professionals and researchers alike, as it provides an extensive, yet comprehensible introduction to the basic principles of object-oriented modeling, design and implementation of simulation models. 

Key features include an introduction...
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Wheels and Axles (Early Bird Physics Series)Lerner Publications, 2001
You work every day. At home, one of your chores may be painting. At school, you work when you sharpen your pencil. You work at snack time. And you work when you race in gym. Eating and playing are work, too!

About the Authors

Sally M. Walker is the author of many books for young readers. When she isn’t busy writing and...
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Excel 2010 for Educational and Psychological Statistics: A Guide to Solving Practical ProblemsSpringer, 2011

	Excel has become an important and nearly ubiquitous classroom and office resource for students and practitioners who are faced with solving statistical problems on an everyday basis. Despite this, there has yet to emerge a truly practical, “how-do-I-do-it” manual that teaches the various applications and...
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Powerful PowerPoint for Educators: Using Visual Basic for Applications to Make PowerPoint InteractiveLibraries Unlimited, 2004
With clear, concise, step-by-step instructions on how to create presentations, users can create multiple-choice tests that not only give feedback, but also keep score....This is a powerful tool for educators to have in their repertoire....This book will encourage PowerPoint users to push their skills beyond the status quo.     

Learn to...
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Adobe Photoshop CS6 Digital ClassroomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A complete training package on the newest version of Photoshop! The Digital Classroom series combines a full-color book with a full-featured DVD, resulting in a complete training package written by expert instructors. Photoshop is the industry standard for image editing, and this guide gets photographers, commercial designers, web developers,...
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Maya Character Creation: Modeling and Animation Controls, First EditionNew Riders Publishing, 2003
A unique, in-depth approach to creating realistic characters in  Maya. Maya Character Creation: Modeling and Animation  Controls' author, Chris Maraffi, has expertise in the field and in the  classroom that translates to the knowledge and solid teaching skills needed to  make this book a...
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Insight into IELTS Student's Book Updated edition: The Cambridge IELTS CourseCambridge University Press, 2001

	Insight into IELTS New Edition offers comprehensive preparation for the IELTS examination. The course develops skills, language and familiarity with each paper progressively, and the Speaking section has been updated to reflect the new format of the Speaking Paper (in effect from July 2001). Exam-type exercises are a regular feature, and the...
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